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the 13 1 2 lives of captain bluebear follows the adventures of the character bluebear in the
first half of his 27 lives the novel intersperses bluebear s narrative with excerpts from the
encyclopedia of marvels life forms and other phenomena of zamonia and its environs by
professor abdullah nightingale who bacterially transmits it into 4 30 24 144 ratings1 856
reviews captain bluebear tells the story of his first 13 1 2 lives spent on the mysterious
continent of zamonia where intelligence is an infectious disease water flows uphill and
dangers lie in wait for him around every corner a bluebear has twenty seven lives a
foundling floating in a nutshell on the zamonian sea the azure furred bluebear is rescued by
minipirates impish nautical geniuses who raise him and then after he gets too big abandon
him to live out 13 lifetimes of adventure populated by a dizzying array of eccentric
characters outside of germany captain bluebear is best known for being the protagonist of
moers novel the 13½ lives of captain bluebear the name pokes fun at the relative
homophony between the german vowel e and umlaut ä when pronounced in a more
colloquial everyday style of language especially in northern germany in this remarkable
book captain bluebear tells the story of his first thirteen and a half lives spent on the
mysterious continent of zamonia where intelligence is an infectious disease and water flows
uphill where headless giants roam deserts made of sugar and where only captain bluebear s
courage and ingenuity enable him to escape the the 13 1 2 lives of captain bluebear being
the demibiography of a seagoing bear with numerous illustrations and excerpts from the
encyclopedia of the marvels life forms and other phenomena of zamonia and its environs by
professor abdullah nightingale moers walter 1957 free download borrow and streaming
internet archive a foundling floating in a nutshell on the zamonian sea the azure furred
bluebear is rescued by minipirates impish nautical geniuses who raise him and then after he
gets too big abandon him to live out 13 lifetimes of adventure populated by a dizzying array
of eccentric characters summary a delightfully illustrated cult novel literary satire and epic
adventure within the first 15 pages i was carried away by the sheer craziness of it all some
minipirates find a baby bear with blue fur inside a walnut shell floating on the ocean
towards a giant whirlpool the 13 5 lives of captain bluebear walter moers random house mar
31 2013 fiction 704 pages a delightfully illustrated cult novel literary satire and epic
adventure within the first in this remarkable book captain bluebear tells the story of his first
thirteen and a half lives spent on the mysterious continent of zamonia where intelligence is
an infectious disease and water flows uphill where headless giants roam deserts made of
sugar and where only captain bluebear s courage and ingenuity enable him to escape the
dange bluebear s earliest memory is of being tiny and alone adrift on the ocean in a walnut
shell half unknown to him he was heading for the malmstrom a gigantic permanent
whirlpool just when his life seemed to be ending before it has really begun he is rescued at
the last moment by the minipirates captain bluebear the main protagonist of the 13½ lives
of captain bluebear bluebear is a chromobear who was most awkwardly born aboard the ss
moloch but was thrown overboard by his parents because so he would not have to bear the
tortures on it in the novel he recounts his first 13 1 2 lives a chromobear having 27 lives
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total contents a foundling floating in a nutshell on the zamonian sea the azure furred
bluebear is rescued by minipirates impish nautical geniuses who raise him and then after he
gets too big abandon him to live out 13 lifetimes of adventure populated by a dizzying array
of eccentric characters in this remarkable book captain bluebear tells the story of his first
thirteen and a half lives spent on the mysterious continent of zamonia where intelligence is
an infectious disease and water flows uphill where headless giants roam deserts made of
sugar and where only captain bluebear s courage and ingenuity enable him to escape the
captain bluebear is a bear with blue fur a creature as unique as the fantastic adventures he
undergoes unlike cats which have only nine lives bluebears have twenty seven this is
fortunate because our hero is forever avoiding disaster by a paw s breadth playful enough
for young adult readers yet as intricate and engaging as any work of literary fiction the 13 1
2 lives of captain bluebear has the plot of a novel and the spontaneity and humor of a
vintage comic book making it already an instant cult classic 1999 eichborn gmbh co p 2010
blackstone audio inc series zamonia book 1 books sample add to wishlist the 13½ lives of
captain bluebear a novel by walter moers narrated by bronson pinchot unabridged 16 hours
11 minutes audiobook digital 24 59 not eligible for purchase using b n audiobooks
subscription credits 27 95 save 12 instant purchase listen on the free barnes noble nook app
buy as gift bluebear an anthropomorphic talking bear with blue fur who originally appeared
in the german children s television program die sendung mit der maus has since then
appeared in a film a novel a stage musical and various other media all of which chronicle the
character s life as a sailor and adventurer info summary captain bluebear is a bear with blue
fur a creature as unique as the fantastic adventures he undergoes unlike cats which have
only nine lives bluebears have twenty seven this is fortunate because our hero is forever
avoiding disaster by a paw s breadth synopsis a delightfully illustrated cult novel literary
satire and epic adventure within the first 15 pages i was carried away by the sheer craziness
of it all some minipirates find a baby bear with blue fur inside a walnut shell floating on the
ocean towards a giant whirlpool
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the 13½ lives of captain bluebear wikipedia Mar 26 2024 the 13 1 2 lives of captain
bluebear follows the adventures of the character bluebear in the first half of his 27 lives the
novel intersperses bluebear s narrative with excerpts from the encyclopedia of marvels life
forms and other phenomena of zamonia and its environs by professor abdullah nightingale
who bacterially transmits it into
the 13½ lives of captain bluebear goodreads Feb 25 2024 4 30 24 144 ratings1 856
reviews captain bluebear tells the story of his first 13 1 2 lives spent on the mysterious
continent of zamonia where intelligence is an infectious disease water flows uphill and
dangers lie in wait for him around every corner a bluebear has twenty seven lives
the 13 1 2 lives of captain blue bear a novel kindle edition Jan 24 2024 a foundling floating
in a nutshell on the zamonian sea the azure furred bluebear is rescued by minipirates impish
nautical geniuses who raise him and then after he gets too big abandon him to live out 13
lifetimes of adventure populated by a dizzying array of eccentric characters
käptn blaubär wikipedia Dec 23 2023 outside of germany captain bluebear is best known
for being the protagonist of moers novel the 13½ lives of captain bluebear the name pokes
fun at the relative homophony between the german vowel e and umlaut ä when pronounced
in a more colloquial everyday style of language especially in northern germany
13 1 2 lives of captain bluebear paperback amazon com Nov 22 2023 in this remarkable
book captain bluebear tells the story of his first thirteen and a half lives spent on the
mysterious continent of zamonia where intelligence is an infectious disease and water flows
uphill where headless giants roam deserts made of sugar and where only captain bluebear s
courage and ingenuity enable him to escape the
the 13 1 2 lives of captain bluebear being the Oct 21 2023 the 13 1 2 lives of captain
bluebear being the demibiography of a seagoing bear with numerous illustrations and
excerpts from the encyclopedia of the marvels life forms and other phenomena of zamonia
and its environs by professor abdullah nightingale moers walter 1957 free download borrow
and streaming internet archive
the 13 1 2 lives of captain bluebear zamonia series 1 Sep 20 2023 a foundling floating in a
nutshell on the zamonian sea the azure furred bluebear is rescued by minipirates impish
nautical geniuses who raise him and then after he gets too big abandon him to live out 13
lifetimes of adventure populated by a dizzying array of eccentric characters
the 13 5 lives of captain bluebear penguin books uk Aug 19 2023 summary a
delightfully illustrated cult novel literary satire and epic adventure within the first 15 pages
i was carried away by the sheer craziness of it all some minipirates find a baby bear with
blue fur inside a walnut shell floating on the ocean towards a giant whirlpool
the 13 5 lives of captain bluebear google books Jul 18 2023 the 13 5 lives of captain
bluebear walter moers random house mar 31 2013 fiction 704 pages a delightfully
illustrated cult novel literary satire and epic adventure within the first
the 13 1 2 lives of captain bluebear moers walter free Jun 17 2023 in this remarkable book
captain bluebear tells the story of his first thirteen and a half lives spent on the mysterious
continent of zamonia where intelligence is an infectious disease and water flows uphill
where headless giants roam deserts made of sugar and where only captain bluebear s
courage and ingenuity enable him to escape the dange
the 13 ½ lives of captain bluebear by walter moers a review May 16 2023 bluebear s
earliest memory is of being tiny and alone adrift on the ocean in a walnut shell half unknown
to him he was heading for the malmstrom a gigantic permanent whirlpool just when his life
seemed to be ending before it has really begun he is rescued at the last moment by the
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minipirates
captain bluebear zamonia wiki fandom Apr 15 2023 captain bluebear the main protagonist
of the 13½ lives of captain bluebear bluebear is a chromobear who was most awkwardly
born aboard the ss moloch but was thrown overboard by his parents because so he would
not have to bear the tortures on it in the novel he recounts his first 13 1 2 lives a
chromobear having 27 lives total contents
the 13 5 lives of captain bluebear zamonia book 1 Mar 14 2023 a foundling floating in
a nutshell on the zamonian sea the azure furred bluebear is rescued by minipirates impish
nautical geniuses who raise him and then after he gets too big abandon him to live out 13
lifetimes of adventure populated by a dizzying array of eccentric characters
the 13½ lives of captain bluebear overdrive Feb 13 2023 in this remarkable book
captain bluebear tells the story of his first thirteen and a half lives spent on the mysterious
continent of zamonia where intelligence is an infectious disease and water flows uphill
where headless giants roam deserts made of sugar and where only captain bluebear s
courage and ingenuity enable him to escape the
the 13½ lives of captain bluebear digital downloads Jan 12 2023 captain bluebear is a
bear with blue fur a creature as unique as the fantastic adventures he undergoes unlike cats
which have only nine lives bluebears have twenty seven this is fortunate because our hero is
forever avoiding disaster by a paw s breadth
the 13 1 2 lives of captain bluebear audible com Dec 11 2022 playful enough for young adult
readers yet as intricate and engaging as any work of literary fiction the 13 1 2 lives of
captain bluebear has the plot of a novel and the spontaneity and humor of a vintage comic
book making it already an instant cult classic 1999 eichborn gmbh co p 2010 blackstone
audio inc series zamonia book 1
the 13½ lives of captain bluebear a novel barnes noble Nov 10 2022 books sample add to
wishlist the 13½ lives of captain bluebear a novel by walter moers narrated by bronson
pinchot unabridged 16 hours 11 minutes audiobook digital 24 59 not eligible for purchase
using b n audiobooks subscription credits 27 95 save 12 instant purchase listen on the free
barnes noble nook app buy as gift
captain bluebear wikipedia Oct 09 2022 bluebear an anthropomorphic talking bear with
blue fur who originally appeared in the german children s television program die sendung
mit der maus has since then appeared in a film a novel a stage musical and various other
media all of which chronicle the character s life as a sailor and adventurer
the 13½ lives of captain bluebear audiobook written by Sep 08 2022 info summary captain
bluebear is a bear with blue fur a creature as unique as the fantastic adventures he
undergoes unlike cats which have only nine lives bluebears have twenty seven this is
fortunate because our hero is forever avoiding disaster by a paw s breadth
the 13 5 lives of captain bluebear paperback waterstones Aug 07 2022 synopsis a
delightfully illustrated cult novel literary satire and epic adventure within the first 15 pages
i was carried away by the sheer craziness of it all some minipirates find a baby bear with
blue fur inside a walnut shell floating on the ocean towards a giant whirlpool
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